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Better Trades Coach – Robert Roy



Neither Freedom Management Partners  or any of its personnel are registered broker-dealers or investment advisers.

I will mention that I consider certain securities or positions to be good candidates for the types of strategies we are discussing or 

illustrating.  Because I consider the securities or positions appropriate to the discussion or for illustration purposes does not mean 

that I am telling you to trade the strategies or securities.   Keep in mind that we are not providing you with recommendations or 

personalized advice about your trading activities.  The information we are providing is not tailored to any particular individual.  Any 

mention of a particular security is not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold that or any other security or a suggestion that it is 

suitable for any specific person.  Keep in mind that all trading involves a risk of loss, and this will always be the situation, regardless 

of whether we are discussing strategies that are intended to limit risk.  

Also Freedom Management Partners’ personnel are not subject to trading restrictions.

I and others at Freedom Management Partners could have a position in a security or initiate a position

in a security at any time. 



MINDSET

IS KEY

TO YOUR

SUCCESS



Whatever The Mind

Can Conceive And Believe

You Can Surely Achieve!



WHAT ARE YOU THINKING

“Thoughts are things.”  

Napoleon Hill

“Whatever you believe with 

feeling becomes your 

reality.”  

Brian Tracy



Get Ready...



wealthisnowherewealthisnowherewealthisnowherewealthisnowhere



wealth is nowherewealth is nowherewealth is nowherewealth is nowhere



wealth is now herewealth is now herewealth is now herewealth is now here
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“I am thankful for all the people 

who said NO to me. It’s 

because of them I did it 

myself.”

~Albert Einstein~

“When obstacles arise, change 

your direction to reach your 

goal. You do not change your 

decision to get there.”

~Zig Ziglar~

PERSISTENCE



WHAT ARE 
YOU 

WILLING TO 
DO?



“Comfort is the 
enemy of 

achievement.”
~Unknown~

“Life begins at the 
end of your comfort 
zone.” ~Unknown ~

GET 
UNCOMFORTABLE



Get Ready Again...



STOP SIGN



Yield Sign



Yield Sign History



“Fear is not your enemy. It 

is a compass pointing you 

to the areas where you 

need to grow.” 

~Steve Pavlina~

“Doubt kills more dreams 

than failure ever will.” 

~Unknown~

OVERCOMING FEAR



1- Don’t trade time for money (Create Cashflow)

2- Cut losses & let profits run

3- Use leverage effectively

4- Don’t over trade

5- Remove emotions from trading

6- Understand their personal trading style

7- Trade the correct time of day

8- Do not allow Fear to stop them

9- Surround themselves with successful people

10- They are relentless in the pursuit of their goals

11- Think bigger than the average person

12- Become a life long learner

13- They Take Massive Action

13 TRAITS OF A SUCCESSFUL TRADER
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